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About This Game

SCORE, is a mix between an Open World Multiplayer Game and a Football Simulation where players compete for fame, glory
and wealth on a global scale on the pitch.

SCORE immerses the player in a realistic environment that tests the player's ability to function as a member on a football team.

Buy apartments, cars, guns, clothes, furniture. Race downtown. with your earned money playing as a soccer player *(this feature
is being rebuild and will release in 2018)

Reputation, money, glory - it's all on the line.

Just like in soccer leagues, players can be traded and bought by either AI or Player coaches of other clubs - Teams will be able
to play a fully featured soccer game in "Club Mode", and other tourneys, like National and International Tournaments, custom

games and play locally with up to 8 players.

Play with passion.

Get it all.
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Title: SCORE
Genre: Action, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
TecEh! Studios
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64 bit +

Processor: i3 Dual Core 2.1 ghz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvida GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

English
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This isn't Early Access to get "community feedback", at best it's a way too early pre-alpha build that was released by accident.
More likely it is another "give us all your money"-game that will never see proper development. Every promise this game has
given is a joke, it might get close to some of the promises at some point, but probably not.

Do you want a open world MMO with a player controlled open world, you probably already know about Identity. This is to
Identity what Burstfire is to Rainbow Six: Siege - just way too rushed out and not at all close to feeling playable.. This is the
next big game,, Voice chat comming, if you buy it now lots of bug in city but buy it and this game are going to be the best its
just a mather of time,, its going to be like SAMP san andrea online with voice chat and arma 3 altis life.. i am disappoint of this
SCORES game. i see the screenshouts of the soccer match. i am EXIT!!! WOW!!! SOCCER MOMMRPG!!!??? WOW! I
LOVE A FIFA GAME BUT NO ONE TO PLAY? sorry caps loke broke now i am fix i will edit rest of review later. ok, here is
problems in number of 1 to 5 or (6)

1. this is not soccer games. this is shoot game with the sims.

2. soccer is team saport. where is team? not in this games!!!!!!!!!!!

3. too much gubn. i am insult by trying to shoot man during soccer. have true match and see how much your power can defeat
him?

4. ok now the time has come for the true review.

i am playing this with expectation of GTA ONLINE SAN ANDREA #3. BUT it says soccer??? and where is my friends? i have
16 friend who owen this game and none of them i can find.

5. where is beach?

(6). dwarf army base is very offense. my smallest brother is part young dwarf and he cry when he see this small towers.

that is my review. this is bad game but maybe the good one in 5 year of training. if it become next fifa 2020 MAYBEEEEE i
will try it. but please remove gun.

thank you for time. i am now playing GTA ONLINE SAN ANDREA

goodnight. Although still in Early Access, this game has many exciting and revolutionary features woven into its rich fabric of
gaming tapestry, including:

* Your character can walk... OR run!!!
* Sometimes you can enter vehicles
* You can choose a job. You cannot actually work or do anything during the job, but you can choose one
* Your apartment is very nice
* Sometimes some menus work
* You can play soccer (that's American for "football") if somehow other people buy this game for some unknown reason
* The hat selection includes "hair" or "fingerless gloves"
* The physics are completely realistic. I didn't once float up into the sky at several million miles per hour... just like real life!
* You dont have to worry about bothersome "other players" because the city is gigantic and oh there are none
* There's a bench and a very large woman sits on it and she may be a giant
* Your car catches fire if a woman touches it (Men's Rights!)

I'm sure additional features will eventually be added, such as "things you can do" or "stuff that exists" or "anything," but that is
what Steam's glorious Early Access is for! Well either that or for the developer to take your money and run, one of the two.. me
encanta! Gracias! Bueno el juego. Had a blast playing football. The graphics are great while playing soccer but I feel like the
entire city needs a overhaul. More content is very badly needed. But I get the city flare in some parts of the city. In other parts I
feel lost so maybe decreasing the size of the world and marker points with info would be helpful. I can see alot of parts where
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time and dedication were put into this early access title. Looking forward to the next update. https:\/\/youtu.be\/nrvBr6Y3djM
WOW... This is rough, has potential but rough. Right now there are lots of bugs, and feels rather clunky. I barley got to try
anything before I bugged out and fell through the map. I love role playing games and this could maybe one day get there. As of
now I would not recommend this unless you really want to support the developers.. still alpha in 2018. Don't we all just
love a cinematic gaming experience? 6fps is sooo nice. Even the hud is blurred so you can't see anything, amazing! If
you want to feel like a console peasant you should buy this game!

However, if you do have common sense you do NOT buy this game until they have fixed it. This game is unplayable at
it's current state. Website games is better made than this.

Please re-do this game in Unreal Engine or something and this could be gold!
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Football is spicy like a meatball City is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This 'game' is why steam has the return policy they
do. If you were wondering if this game is truly as bad as some of the reviews and YT videos made it out to be, rest assured it
absolutely is.

From the ridiculously awkward and cumbersome registration process, to the comedic dated character creation, to the painful
game-play no one in good conscious could recommend this game for anything other than a few laughs. Very few.

Ignoring for a moment that its an MMO you will absolutely be playing alone, the game-play and graphics are so unbearably
dated (think 2000 if your being really generous) as to be all but unplayable.

The truth is this game is abandoned and the 'developers' have clearly moved on. This isn't speculation a quick visit to their
website shows a new title in the works, Last Global War. Contrary to the developers protestations that they're a very small group
who will absolutely be finishing this game. I suppose we'll see but without any updates so far this year, you'd have to be pretty
naive to believe that.

Really at its core this title and these 'developers' are spectacular only at being the poster-children for Steam desperately needing
to revamp the Q\/A for their 'Early Access' program. And that honestly is about the nicest thing i can thing to say about this
patch of malformed 1's & 0's.. I am so glad I bought this game! Yes, it needs some TLC but you can clearly see the potential. I
had a great time exploring everything....there's SO MUCH to see. I can see where the team is hoping to go with this game.
Soccer was amazing I'm going to suggest it to my friends so that we can play together.. Loose the gang wars it sucks. Football is
sick though. The socccer is really cool......everything else not so much.....II think u should concentrate more on the soccer
The only reason I would recommend this is because the soccer is so good.
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